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The application to the United Kingdom foundation programme (UKFP) is a generally

uncompetitive process. Across the country, there are 20 foundation schools that

a graduate can rank, in order of their preference. Each foundation school will have

a specific number of positions available and, depending on a variety of reasons, will

receive different levels of application of a first-preference basis. Overall, across the 20

schools, 6998 positions were advertised in 2019, with 7421 first-preference applica-

tions made – putting the overall competition ratio at 1.06 applications per position.1 Of

course, while some foundation schools, such as West Midlands North (which received

just 117 first-preference applications to its 252 positions) are entirely uncompetitive,

others, such as the North Central and East London foundation school (which received

672 first-preference applications to its 337 positions) are far more competitive.

The current application to the UKFP involves scoring a graduate out of 100. 50

of these points will arise from a situational judgement test (SJT), sat in the

final year of university; the other 50 points will arise from an educational perfor-

mance measure (EPM). Both aspects of the application, the SJT and the EPM, have

received criticism in recent literature.2,3 There is a perceived unfairness amongst

medical students and graduates on the SJT exam and the EPM calculation. While

the SJT is seen as unclear and inconsistent in its opinion on “appropriate”

responses, the EPM is accused of being variable, and unstandardized across the

UK. However, deeper analysis of published statistics regarding the SJT and the

UKFP application suggests these perceived imbalances are not very impactful on

the application at all.

Firstly, while it is true that the SJT has been shown to cause a difference in

opinion, studies show that contention rests mainly in choosing the most appropriate

response to a situation, and not the most inappropriate response.2,4 Also, the SJT is

known to be an exam where success depends less on bookwork, but on appreciation

for interdisciplinary relationships, and behavioural tendencies. It aims to assess

more gradual development of professionalism over the student’s education, gar-

nered through active participation and attendance. Therefore, while some suggest

the SJT represents just a snapshot of the student’s ability, its dependence on gradual

growth suggests the opposite.2 The SJT is a reasonably accurate assessment of one’s

personal and professional development and motivates students to understand the

General Medical Council (GMC) Code of Conduct, and its application. Regardless,
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reports show that graduates perform well in the exam, with

averages in 2019 resting between 38.5 and 41.7 out of 50.5

Secondly, the EPM score has also been criticized for its

variability.6 While much of the EPM is based on the

applicant’s academic performance, some literature unfairly

implies a much larger variation than reality.3 Every med-

ical student in the country will receive 34 points for their

degree; up to 9 extra points are available, based on the

decile ranking of the student. In a mostly uncompetitive

application programme, these 9 points will matter only in

the more competitive foundation schools.

Nevertheless, not only does this decile-dependent scor-

ing pose issues because of a lack of standardization, med-

ical schools are also autonomous in deciding which of the

years of the MBBS degree count towards it. For example,

at Imperial College London, only years 3 and 4 of the

MBBS contribute, while at Bart’s and the London, each of

the 5 years carry weight towards this ranking. This dis-

crepancy compounds the variability in testing formats and

curriculums set by the universities. Still, despite this, over

90% of graduates achieve one of their top 5 preferences

for their foundation school.5 While this percentage alone

does not justify a variable application, it does show that

very few are disadvantaged by it, if at all. It is also

important to note that while medical degrees can be of

differing lengths (4 or 6 years), all degrees have 3 clinical

years, which carry the heaviest weighting for the EPM

unanimously, and are the greatest contributors to the SJT

score.

Lastly, it should also be mentioned that changes are

being made to the UKFP application. The GMC are

introducing a compulsory, centrally-set and nationally stan-

dardized Medical Licensing Assessment (MLA) for all

medical students from the year 2024.6 It will consist of an

applied knowledge test, and a clinical and professional

skills assessment. The introduction of a standardized

assessment is an encouraging step by the GMC towards

regulating UKFP applications, and potentially creating

a UK version of the USMLE.
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